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Abstract
A set S of vertices in a digraph D = (V,A) is a kernel if S is independent and every
vertex in V −S has an out-neighbor in S. We show that there exist O(n219.1
√
k+n4)-
time andO(k36+219.1
√
kk9+n2)-time algorithms for checking whether a planar digraph
D of order n has a kernel with at most k vertices. Moreover, if D has a kernel of size
at most k, the algorithms find such a kernel of minimal size.
Keywords: Kernels; Planar Digraphs; Fixed-parameter complexity
1 Introduction
Let D be a digraph. For an arc xy in D, y is an out-neighbor of x and x is an in-
neighbor of y. The number of out-neighbors (in-neighbors) of x is denoted by d+(x) (d−(x));
d(x) = d+(x) + d−(x). A set S of vertices is a kernel if S is independent and every vertex
in V (D)− S has an out-neighbor in S.
Notice that not every digraph has a kernel. For example, the directed 3-cycle (with
vertices x, y, z and arcs (x, y), (y, z), (z, y)) has no kernel. In fact, all odd length directed
cycles and most tournaments (orientations of complete graphs) have no kernels. It is easy
to see that every acyclic digraph has a kernel. This sufficient condition for a digraph to
have a kernel has been generalized by several authors. For short accounts on the topic
see [4, 6].
Kernels in digraphs were introduced in different ways in [22, 27]. It seems that
von Neumann and Morgenstern [27] were the first to introduce kernels when describing
winning positions in 2-person games. For important applications of kernels in game theory
see [13, 14, 26]. Applications of kernels are widespread and appear in diverse fields such
as logic, computational complexity, artificial intelligence, graph theory, combinatorics and
coding theory. For recent applications to counterexamples to the 0-1 laws in fragments of
monadic second order logic, see, e.g., [24, 25].
Chva´tal proved (see [18]) that the problem of deciding whether a digraph has a kernel
is NP-complete. Fraenkel [13] showed that the problem remains NP-complete even for
planar digraphs D with degree constraints d+(x) ≤ 2, d−(x) ≤ 2 and d(x) ≤ 3 for all
vertices x. Finding kernels in special classes of digraphs seems to be a mostly open field
of study. It has been shown [5] that the kernel problem is polynomial time solvable for
locally semicomplete digraphs, digraphs in which the out-neighbors (in-neighbors) of every
vertex are adjacent. Kernels in some classes of planar graphs were investigated in [23].
In this paper we study the problem of finding a kernel in a digraph using methods of
parameterized complexity [10]; see [10] for all undefined parameterized complexity terms.
Definition 1.1 Consider an algorithm for a parameterized problem (I, k), where I is the
problem instance and k the parameter. The algorithm is called uniformly polynomial if it
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runs in time O(f(k)|I|c), where |I| is the size of I, f(k) an arbitrary function, and c a
constant independent of k. A parameterized problem is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT)
if it admits a uniformly polynomial algorithm.
We study the following parameterized problem (Kernel): given a digraph D and a
positive integer k, as a parameter, check whether D has a kernel with at most k vertices.
Similarly, we can define the dominating set problem (Dominating Set) and the indepen-
dent dominating set problem (Independent Dominating Set); a set S in an undirected
graph G is dominating if any vertex in V (G) − S has a neighbor in S; S is independent
dominating if S is both independent and dominating.
Notice that every graph has an independent dominating set as every maximal inde-
pendent set is independent dominating. This is in contrast to the non-existence of kernels
in some digraphs.
Since an independent dominating set in an undirected graph G is a kernel in the
digraph obtained from G by replacing every edge {x, y} by the pair xy, yx of arcs and
since Independent Dominating Set is W [2]-complete (see [10], p. 464), Kernel is
W [2]-hard. This means that Kernel is fixed-parameter intractable unless very unlikely
collapses occur of parameterized complexity classes (see [10] for details). Thus, in this
paper, we concentrate on Kernel for planar digraphs, Planar Kernel. We will see
that this problem is FTP (although its recognition version is NP-complete) and will derive
relatively fast exact algorithms for the problem.
This situation is similar, in a sense, to that for Dominating Set. Several researchers
studied Dominating Set (and some of its variations including Independent Dominat-
ing Set) for planar undirected graphs. Already in 1995 [12] claimed an algorithm of
complexity O(11kn) for checking whether a planar graph on n vertices has a dominating
set with at most k vertices. The analysis of the algorithm there turned out to be flawed.
In [2], a similar analysis is used to correctly prove the existence an O(8kn)-algorithm. An
important breakthrough was discovery of an algorithm with sub-exponential f(k); such
a result, O(c
√
kn)) with c ≤ 46
√
34, was first obtained by Alber et al. [1]. Recently, the
upper bound on the constant c was improved to 227 [19] and further to 215.13 [17]. Also,
[2], [16] and [17] obtained algorithms of complexity O(k8k + n3), O(216.48
√
k + n3) and
O(k4 + 215.13
√
kk+ n3), respectively. Notice that the last three ’additive FPT’ algorithms
are of complexity cubic in n.
The O(c
√
kn)) complexity has a good chance to be optimal, in a sense. Indeed, Cai and
Juedes [9] showed that there cannot be a 2o(
√
k)nO(1) algorithm for Planar Dominating
Set unless 3SAT ∈ DTIME(2o(n)), which is considered to be unlikely.
Returning to Planar Kernel, recall that it is more general than Independent
Dominating Set. Nevertheless, in this paper we show that some results in [1] and
[19] together with several results specific for Planar Kernel can be used to get an
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O(n219.1
√
k+n4)-time algorithm and an O(n2+219.1
√
kk9+k36)-time algorithm for finding
a minimal size kernel in a planar digraph D of order n if D has a kernel with at most k
vertices or report that D has no kernel with at most k vertices. This, in particular, implies
the existence polynomial algorithms for determining small kernels (of size O(log2 n)) in
planar digraphs.
Our results are also of interest because the parameterized complexity of problems in
digraphs has generally proved to be surprisingly difficult to establish, and a number of
basic problems are still unresolved, such asDirected Feedback Vertex Set (open even
for planar digraphs), and the problem of determining whether a digraph has a subgraph
consisting of two sets of vertices A and B, each of size k, with an arc from every vertex
of A to every vertex of B. The last problem was posed in [21], a paper on data-mining
the internet to identify on-line communities. The problem seems to be an obvious and
perhaps easy candidate for W [1]-hardness, but in fact has resisted much effort [15].
2 Small kernels in planar digraphs
We start from a well-known definition of a tree decomposition of a graph.
Definition 2.1 A tree decomposition of an undirected graph G = (V,E) is a pair (T,S),
where T is a tree and S is a set of subsets of vertices of G, called bags. S is in 1-1
correspondence with the nodes of the tree T such that the following conditions are satisfied:
1. Every vertex of G is contained in at least one bag,
2. Both end-vertices of every edge are contained in at least one bag,
3. For every vertex x of the graph, if x appears in bags Si and Sj then it appears in
every bag corresponding to the vertices which lie on the path in the tree T between
the nodes i and j.
Notice that we call vertices of T nodes to distinguish them from the vertices of G. The
width of a tree decomposition (T,S) is the maximum cardinality of a bag Si minus one.
The treewidth of G is the minimum width over all possible tree decompositions of G.
Computing treewidth of graphs in general is NP-complete, however the problem is
FPT. Moreover there exists a linear time algorithm to check if a graph has bounded
treewidth [7, 20].
Alber et al. [1] were the first to prove that a planar graph G of domination number k
has treewidth O(
√
k). They actually showed that the treewidth ofG is at most 6
√
34
√
k+8.
This result was improved to 16.5
√
k+50 by Kanj and Perkovic [19]. The current best result
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of this kind is due to Fomin and Thilikos [17] (using branch decomposition algorithms by
Seymour and Thomas [29] and a transformation from a branch decomposition to a tree
decomposition by Robertson and Seymour [28]):
Theorem 2.2 [17] Let G be a planar graph with n vertices. There is an O(n4)-time
algorithm that either constructs a tree decomposition of G with O(n) nodes and of width
at most 9.55
√
k, or determines that G has no dominating set of size at most k.
To facilitate our description below we make use of a nice tree decomposition (see,
e.g., [20]). In a nice tree decomposition, we have a binary rooted tree T , i.e., T is a rooted
tree such that every node has at most two children. The nodes of T are of four types:
• An insert node i. The node i in T has only one child j and there is a vertex x ∈ V
not in Sj such that Si = Sj ∪ {x}.
• A forget node i. The node i in T has only one child j and there is a vertex x ∈ V
not in Si such that Sj = Si ∪ {x}.
• A join node i has two children p and q. The bags Si, Sp and Sq are exactly the same.
• A leaf node i is simply a leaf of T .
It is not hard to transform a tree decomposition of G into a nice tree decomposition.
In fact, the following holds.
Lemma 2.3 [20] Given a tree decomposition of a graph G with n vertices that has width
k and O(n) nodes, we can find a nice tree decomposition of G that also has width k and
O(n) nodes in time O(n).
The underlying graph of a digraph D = (V,A) is a graph G = (W,E) such thatW = V
and {x, y} ∈ E if and only if either xy ∈ A or yx ∈ A (or both). Our algorithm below is
based on the following simple observation.
Proposition 2.4 If a planar digraph D has a kernel of size at most k, then its underlying
graph G has a dominating set of cardinality at most k.
The proof of the following result is similar, but has certain differences with the proof
of the corresponding theorem in [1].
Theorem 2.5 Let D be a digraph of order n. Let the underlying graph G of D have a
nice tree decomposition with O(n) nodes and of width at most t. Then, in O(n4t) time,
we can either find a minimum size kernel in D or determine that D has no kernel.
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Proof: Let (T,S) be a nice tree decomposition of G. Let S1, S2, . . . , Sr be the bags of
the tree decomposition (i.e. the nodes of T are 1, 2, . . . , r). Let root denote the root node
of T . Recall that every vertex (and arc) in D lies in at least one of the bags.
Let Yi denote the union of the bags Sj of the subtree of T with root node i. For every
i, consider a partition (Ki,MCi, DCi) of Si (the three sets of a partition are disjoint and
every vertex of Si is in one of the sets). A (Ki,MCi, DCi)-kernel is an independent set Q
in D such that Ki ⊆ Q ⊆ Yi, (DCi ∪MCi) ∩Q = ∅ and every vertex in Yi −DCi either
lies in Q or has an out-neighbor in Q1.
The vertices inDCi may have an out-neighbor inQ, or not. Since (DCi∪MCi)∩Q = ∅,
every vertex inMCi has an out-neighbor in Q. We define κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) as the minimal
size of a (Ki,MCi, DCi)-kernel, if one exists. If it does not exist, then κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) =
∞.
If we can compute κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) for all partitions (Ki,MCi, DCi) and all i, then
µ = min{κroot(K,Sroot −K, ∅) : K ⊆ Sroot} (1)
gives us the size of a minimal size kernel in D.
Let i be a node of T . We show how to compute all possible κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) in O(4t)
time. In fact we can also compute the actual minimum (Ki,MCi, DCi)-kernels, for all
possible partitions (Ki,MCi, DCi) in O(4t) time, but we will leave the details of this to
the reader. This will imply the desired complexity above as T has O(n) vertices. We
consider the cases when i is a leaf, i has one child and i has two children, separately. We
assume that if i does have some children, then all κi’s are known for these children. We
will for each step argue that we find the correct values.
Case 1. Assume i is a leaf. There are O(3|Si|) distinct partitions (Ki,MCi, DCi),
and we can easily find all of these in O(|Si|3|Si|) time. For each partition (Ki,MCi, DCi)
we can check whether Ki is an independent set and every vertex in MCi has an out-
neighbor in Ki in time O(|Si|2). If the outcomes of both checks are positive, we have
κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) = |Ki|. Otherwise, we have κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) = ∞. This gives us a
time complexity of O(|Si|3|Si| + |Si|23|Si|) ⊆ O(4|Si|) ⊆ O(4t) (recall that |Si| ≤ t+ 1).
Case 2. Assume i has one child. Let j be the child of i in T . By the definition of a
nice tree decomposition, Sj and Si are identical, except for one vertex, say x, which lies
in either Si or Sj . We consider the following cases.
If x ∈ Ki, then if x is adjacent to a vertex in Ki, then κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) = ∞.
Otherwise set DCj = DCi ∪ N−(x), MCj = MCi − N−(x) and Kj = Ki − x. Clearly
κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) = 1 + κj(Kj ,MCj , DCj) now holds.
If x ∈MCi and x has no out-neighbor in Ki, then we have κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) =∞.
1MC and DC stand for Must Cover and Don’t Care if a vertex from the set has an out-neighbor in the
kernel
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If x ∈ DCi or x ∈MCi and x has an out-neighbor inKi, then we have κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) =
κj(Ki,MCi − x,DCi − x).
If x ∈ Sj , then we have the following:
κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) = min{κj(Ki ∪ {x},MCi, DCi), κj(Ki,MCi ∪ {x}, DCi)}.
As all the above cases can be considered in O(|Si|) time, we get the time complexity
O(|Si|3|Si|) = O(4t) for computing κi’s for all possible partitions.
Case 3. Assume i has two children. Let j and l be the two children, and recall that
Si = Sj = Sl. It is not difficult to see that κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) is equal to the minimum value
of κj(Ki,W,MCi∪DCi−W )+κl(Ki,MCi−W,DCi∪W )−|Ki|, over allW ⊆MCi. The
above can be done in O(2|MCi|) time and there are
(|Si|
m
)
2|Si|−m partitions (Ki,MCi, DCi)
with |MCi| = m. Thus, we can compute κi’s for all possible partitions of Si in time
O(
∑|Si|
m=0 2
m
(|Si|
m
)
2|Si|−m) = O(4t).
Since each κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) is computed correctly above, we note that our algorithm
will return the correct value of µ in (1). If we remember a minimum (Ki,MCi, DCi)-kernel
for every possible i and partition (Ki,MCi, DCi), then our algorithm can in fact return
the minimal sized kernel, and not only its size. Certainly, if µ =∞, D has no kernel. 2
By Theorems 2.5,2.2, Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.4, we obtain the following:
Theorem 2.6 Let D be a planar digraph of order n. There is an O(n219.1
√
k + n4)-time
algorithm that checks whether D has a kernel of size at most k. Moreover, the algorithm
finds a minimum size kernel in D, if D has a kernel of size at most k.
This theorem and Proposition 2.4 imply
Theorem 2.7 Let D = (V,A) be a planar digraph of order n. In polynomial time, one
can check whether D has a kernel of size O(log2 n) and, if D has such a kernel, then find
one of minimal size.
In Section 3 we need the following extension of Theorem 2.6, which can be proved
similarly to Theorem 2.6 (in every partition, we have R ⊆ Ki, Ki ∩ B = ∅, otherwise
κi(Ki,MCi, DCi) would be set to ∞).
Theorem 2.8 Let D = (V,A) be a planar digraph and let R and B be disjoint sub-
sets of V . An (R,B)-kernel is a kernel K with R ⊆ K and B ∩ K = ∅. There is an
O(n219.1
√
k + n4)-time algorithm for checking whether D has an (R,B)-kernel of size at
most k. Moreover, the algorithm finds a minimum size (R,B)-kernel in D, if D has an
(R,B)-kernel of size at most k.
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3 Additive FPT algorithms
We start by giving a short description of a general approach to obtain an additive FPT
algorithm from a multiplicative one (see [8, 11]).
Proposition 3.1 Assume we have an algorithm which runs in time O(f(k)n) for a pa-
rameterized problem (on digraphs) with parameter k for some function f(k). Then, alter-
natively, we can obtain an algorithm which runs in time O(n2 + h(k)) for some function
h(k).
Proof: First compute a table T of solutions for all digraphs with at most f(k) vertices.
(This table is referred to as the “advice” in [8]). Now consider a digraph with n vertices.
If n ≤ f(k) the solution can be looked up in T . On the other hand, if n > f(k), our
multiplicative algorithm runs in O(f(k)n) = O(n2) time. 2
Remark 3.2 Since our digraphs have no parallel arcs or loops, we have an upper bound of
2c
2
√
k
for the number of digraphs with c
√
k vertices. Hence, direct application of the proof
of Lemma 3.1 gives an (impractical) algorithm with running time at least Ω
(
n2 + 2c
2
√
k
)
.
Notice that we can obtain an algorithm that runs in time O(nα + h′(k)) for any α > 1 at
the cost of a blow-up of the function h′.
In the remainder of this section we describe an algorithm which is only singly expo-
nential in
√
k and quadratic in n. Let D be a planar digraph. Assuming that D has a
kernel of cardinality at most k we show first that we can reduce D to a digraph D′ of order
O(k3), and a set S of subsets of vertices of D′, such that the following holds. If there is a
kernel of size at most k in D, then the size of a minimum kernel in D will have the same
size as a minimum kernel in D′, which contains at least one vertex from each set in S, and
fulfills some additional properties, which we will describe below. Furthermore there will
be at most O(k9) subsets in S. We describe how to construct D′ below.
We color some of the vertices red in the process. We color the vertices of D′ red if
they must be contained in any kernel of cardinality at most k of D for a reason described
below. All red vertices remain vertices ofD′. Some vertices are removed fromD′, and other
vertices remain uncolored. During the process of constructing D′ we keep the following
condition invariant:
D has a kernel K of size at most k if and only if K is a kernel in D′ containing
all red vertices and such that for every set S ∈ S at least one element is in K.
Initially D′ = D, all vertices are uncolored and S = ∅. Clearly the invariant is valid in
this initial stage.
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Lemma 3.3 If two vertices x and y of D have at least 3k+1 common neighbors, then at
least one of x and y must be in a kernel of cardinality at most k.
Proof: Let C be the set of the common neighbors of x and y, and let K be a kernel not
containing x and y. Then, by planarity of D, any vertex u ∈ K can be the out-neighbor to
at most two of the vertices in C, and thus we have 2|K| ≥ |C \K|. Clearly, |K| ≥ |C ∩K|,
and hence 3|K| ≥ |C \K|+ |C ∩K| = |C|, implying that |K| ≥ d |C|3 e, i.e. if |C| ≥ 3k+1,
then |K| ≥ k + 1. 2
Lemma 3.4 The number of pairs {x, y} of vertices in D that have at least 3 common
neighbors is at most 2n.
Proof: Consider a plane embedding of D. Assume that x and y have three common
neighbors u, v, w. The five vertices induce a subgraph G of D in which exactly one vertex
(u, v or w) does not belong to the unbounded face of the embedding of G. We call this
vertex the central vertex of G. It remains to observe that any vertex of D may be the
central vertex of at most two induced subgraphs of D of order 5 that have a pair of vertices
with three common neighbors. 2
Our algorithm consists of three stages. The first stage in our construction of D′ is as
follows. Let D′ = D and S = ∅. For every pair {x, y} of vertices we check whether x, y have
at least 3k+1 common neighbors in D, and if they do, then delete the common neighbors
from D′. For every deleted vertex z we make a set Sz consisting of the out-neighbors of z
that remain in D′ and we remove z from all existing sets thus far. (A vertex z occurs in a
set Su only if z is an out-neighbor of u and if u is no vertex of D′.) We add to S all sets
Sz that has been formed in the end of the first stage. Notice that the invariant remains
valid after completion of the first stage.
We will now show that the above can be done in O(n2) time. Let x be an arbitrary
vertex. Mark all vertices adjacent to x, and for each y ∈ V (D) count how many marked
vertices y is adjacent to. This can be done in O(n) time, as there are O(n) edges in a
planar graph. If y has at least 3k+1 marked neighbors, then {x, y} is one of the pairs we
were looking for above. So by repeating the procedure for every x ∈ V (D), we can find all
pairs {x, y}, with the above property, in O(n2) time. By Lemma 3.4 (and k ≥ 1) there are
at most O(n) such pairs, so for each of them we can delete their common neighborhood,
and remember the sets Sz in O(n) time, resulting in an overall time complexity of O(n2)
(note that there will be at most n sets in S, as each of them is an out-neighborhood of a
vertex in D, and there are at most n vertices in D).
The next lemma shows that vertices of large degree must belong to the kernel.
Lemma 3.5 Assume that every pair of vertices in D′ have at most 3k neighbors in com-
mon. If dD′(x) ≥ 3k2 + k + 1, then x must be in any kernel of cardinality at most k.
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Proof: Consider a kernel K with at most k vertices. Suppose that dD′(x) ≥ 3k2 + k + 1
and x 6∈ K. Let N denote the set of neighbors of x. Since every vertex of N \K is adjacent
to a vertex in K and no pair x, u, where u ∈ K have more than 3k common neighbors, we
have 3k|K| ≥ |N \K|. Since |N \K| ≥ |N | − |K|, we obtain 3k|K| ≥ |N | − |K|. Hence,
|N | ≤ (3k + 1)k, a contradiction. 2
This lemma leads to the validity of the second stage in our construction of D′: In
this step we color every vertex x of D′ red if its degree is at least 3k2 + k + 1 in D′.
The in-neighbors of x are deleted from D′ (they have a neighbor in the kernel), and the
remaining out-neighbors y of x are deleted from D′ and the out-neighbors of each such y
are made sets Sy in S. Notice that the invariant remains valid by Lemma 3.5. This can
easily be done in O(n2) time, as it takes O(n) time to compute all the degrees in D′, and
at most O(n2) time to construct the sets Sy, as at most n such sets will be constructed,
with at most n vertices in each.
The second stage completes the construction of D′.
Lemma 3.6 If D′ has a kernel with at most k vertices then |V (D′)| ≤ k(3k2 + k + 1).
Proof: Let K be a kernel in D′ with at most k vertices. Let x ∈ K. If x is red, then it
has no neighbors in D′. If x is not red then its degree is at most 3k2+ k by the definition
of a red vertex. Finally, every vertex in D′ −K must be a neighbor of a vertex in K. It
follows that the number of vertices in D′ is at most k(3k2 + k + 1). 2
In the third stage of our algorithm we delete multiple copies of the same set in S, for
all sets of size one or two. This is not difficult to do for all sets of size one in O(n) time,
and for all sets of size two in O(n2) time. Simply run through all sets in S, and mark the
sets of size one or two which exist in S, and then run through all sets of size one and two
to see which ones have been marked. This gives the desired bound as |S| ≤ n. Since every
set in S is a subset of the out-neighbors of some vertex in D, we note that we cannot
have three distinct vertices belonging to three sets in S, as this would imply the existence
of a subgraph isomorphic to K3,3 in the underlying graph of D. Therefore |S| is at most
|V (D′)|+ |V (D′)|2 + 2|V (D′)|3.
Notice that also in this final stage the invariant is valid. We next show that the number
of sets in S is at most a polynomial in k.
Lemma 3.7 After stage 3, there exist at most O(k9) sets in S. These sets can be found
in time O(n2).
Proof: By Lemma 3.6 and the above bound of |V (D′)|+ |V (D′)|2+2|V (D′)|3 on |S|, we
obtain the lemma. The time complexity has been proved above. 2
Combining the result of Lemma 3.7 with that of Lemma 3.6 we obtain:
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Theorem 3.8 There exists an O(k36+219.1
√
kk9+n2)-time algorithm for checking whether
a planar digraph D of order n has a kernel of size at most k, and finding a minimal size
kernel, if D has a kernel of size at most k.
Proof: Construct a digraph F from D′ and S as follows. The vertex set of F equals
the vertex set of D′ extended with one new vertex for each set from S. Each such vertex
is colored black . Its out-neighborhood equals the set, and its in-neighborhood is ∅. The
digraph F is planar because F is a subgraph of D by the definition of S. By the above
arguments, F can be constructed in time O(n2).
Let B be this set of black vertices and let R be the set of red vertices in D′. Clearly,
we have reduced the problem of existence of kernel of cardinality at most k in D to the
problem of finding an (R,B)-kernel of size at most k in F . By Theorem 2.8 there exist
an algorithm for the last problem that runs in time O(219.1
√
k|V (F )| + |V (F )|4). Thus,
|V (F )| = O(k9) implies the time complexity bound above. 2
Remark 3.9 In fact, most of the above steps can be done in O(n) time. However, it is
unclear if it is possible to determine all pairs {x, y}, which have at least 3k + 1 common
neighbors in less than Θ(n2) time. Even though we can do all other steps above in O(n)
time, we have chosen to give the O(n2) bounds, as this makes the proofs somewhat simpler.
4 Discussion
In this paper, we applied fixed-parameter complexity approaches to develop relatively fast
algorithms for finding minimal size kernels in planar digraphs that have kernels of size
at most k. In particular, we obtained an O(k36 + 219.1
√
kk9 + n2)-time algorithm. Since
f(k) = k36+219.1
√
kk9 is a fast growing function, the algorithm seems to loose practicality,
in the worst case, even for relatively small values of k (see p. 13 of [10]). However, it may
well be that our theoretical estimate of the worst case complexity is, in fact, far from
optimal. Moreover, some preprocessing may improve efficiency of the algorithm.
Perhaps, better reductions will lead to faster algorithms for Planar Kernel. In
particular, it would be interesting to know whether in Planar Kernel D can be reduced
to F such that D has a kernel of size at most k if and only if F has a kernel of size k′, where
the order of F is linear in k and k′ ≤ ck for some constant c. (Unlike in our reduction
above, no set S is allowed.) For Planar Dominating Set such a reduction of both
theoretical and practical significance was given in [3].
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